
Complete each sentence choosing the correct determiner.

1) Little Arnold is celebrating his birthday this week.  (three / third)

2) This is Anna’s space mission.  (two / second)

8) There are cars in the parking lot.  (eighth / eight)

6) Jupiter is the planet from the sun.  (!fth / !ve)

3) Hannah gave me dollars.  (!ftieth / !fty)

4) The bus will reach Florida in hours.  (third / three)

5) Its Dorothy’s day at school.  (one / !rst)

7) Donald Trump is the president of the United States.

(forty-!ve / forty-!fth)
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Name :

Cardinal and Ordinal Determiners

Examples:

This is my !fth poem in this series.

Drake bought !ve apples.

While a cardinal determiner speci!es a quantity to the noun it's followed by, 

an ordinal determiner helps identify the order or position of the noun. 

Examples of cardinal determiners are one, two, three, four, etc., and 

examples of ordinal determiners are !rst, second, third, fourth, etc.



Complete each sentence choosing the correct determiner.

1) Little Arnold is celebrating his birthday this week.  (three / third)third

2) This is Anna’s space mission.  (two / second)second

8) There are cars in the parking lot.  (eighth / eight)eight

6) Jupiter is the planet from the sun.  (!fth / !ve) fth

3) Hannah gave me dollars.  (!ftieth / !fty) fty

4) The bus will reach Florida in three hours.  (third / three)

5) Its Dorothy’s day at school.  (one / !rst) rst

7) Donald Trump is the president of the United States.forty- fth

(forty-!ve / forty-!fth)

Answer key
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Name :

Cardinal and Ordinal Determiners

Examples:

This is my  fth poem in this series.

Drake bought  ve apples.

While a cardinal determiner speci!es a quantity to the noun it's followed by, 

an ordinal determiner helps identify the order or position of the noun. 

Examples of cardinal determiners are one, two, three, four, etc., and 

examples of ordinal determiners are !rst, second, third, fourth, etc.


